“Source”, a unified field of
consciousness and energy,
where
infinite
particles
(“monads”) provide form and
structure to everything that
exists.

“Source”, higher levels in
hierarchy to your HS. Monads

The Higher Self is the part of the
human being through which “life” is
experienced and manifested by
Source. It exists outside space and
time, being dimensionless and
timeless.
It is responsible for the coordination,
guidance, help, assistance, etc., to its
“incarnated” self, the “human
personality” and the whole structure
that provides a human being with the
capabilities of being here evolving
and experiencing life on Earth.

Higher Self

Spirit and Soul are two energy
bodies that connect the HS to
the human personality and the
physical incarnation. They do
allow
knowledge,
energy,
consciousness and vibration to
come down from Source to the
physical level.

Spirit

Everyone has a soul, but not
everyone has a spirit, this one,
only manifest and develops
when the human being evolves
and
grows
in
energy,
consciouness and vibration.

Higher bodies: higher emotional,
higher intelectual, higher spiritual

The higher bodies (emotionalbuddhic, intelectual-atmic, and
spiritual-monadic/logoic body)
do develop as well according to
the development of the human
being. Only a few people on
Earth do have them. They
“manifest” and “grow” when the
human being reaches a certain
consciouness level.

Soul

Any human being has several
lower bodies: etheric, emotional,
mental and causal, at different
development levels.

Sphere of
consciousness
(mental body)

The HS is connected to all of them
via the “Hara” line and the silver
cord.
The physical body is the densest
and most “solid” body we have.

Preconscious
mental
sphere

EGO “program”

Mind
Conscious
mental
sphere

Subliminal
Mental
sphere

Supraconscious
mental sphere

Consciouscontinuum
mental
sphere

The etheric body
comprises the chakras,
the aura, the tantiens,
the meridians and
energy channels

Lower bodies:
etheric, emotional,
mental and causal
Physical
body
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Subconscious
mental sphere

The mental body
includes the sphere of
consciousness, the
artificial human
consciouness, egoic
center, the ego program,
human personality,
mental spheres (the
mind), etc

